YOUR professional body

RAISING the status of teaching

CELEBRATING your commitment to the profession and for making a difference

SUPPORTING you to deliver excellent teaching and constantly develop through research and insight

CONNECTING you with other teachers to share practice and shape your profession

JOIN THE CHARTERED COLLEGE OF TEACHING
Membership makes a difference

CONTINUALLY DEVELOP
Recognising excellent teaching and awarding Chartered Teacher status (CTeach)
Bringing teachers and experts together with our networks and events

DELIVER THE BEST POSSIBLE EDUCATION
Peer-reviewed journal, Impact, full of the latest research and practice
MyCollege, your home for teaching
Tailor made insight and guidance

KNOW WHAT WORKS AND WHY
Compact Guides packed with tools to support you in the classroom
Access the world’s largest research database

VALUED AS AN EXPERT
Awarding members with post-nominals MCCT
Join roundtables and feed into consultations to shape the future of teaching

Join now from £1.88 a month @ chartered.college/join